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Abstract:
Today there are many opportunities in every sector for rapid growth we are in the world of competition and it is said
that” necessity is the mother of invention”
Competition is the mother of innovation so to have profits and to survive in the world of competition, there should be
innovation of processes methods techniques and products.

Innovation means an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption.

It is a new knowledge to offer to a new product or service that consumer wants so innovation simply means INVENTION
+ COMMERCIALISATION

By utilizing innovation management tools, management can trigger and deploy the creative capabilities of the work force
for the continuous development of the company.

E-commerce is a major innovation in the field of commerce. The global nature of the technology, the opportunity to
reach hundreds and millions of the people, the interactive nature of e-commerce, the variety of possibilities for its use
and the resourcefulness and rapid growth of its supporting infrastructure  specially the web results in many potential
benefits to the organization.

Web advertising in P&G Company:
Advertising on web by all types of organizations and especially by purely online ones place an extremely
important role in e-commerce.

Advertising is an attempt to disseminate information in order to effect buyer seller transactions. In traditional
marketing advertising was impersonal one way mass communication that was paid for by sponsors.
Telemarketing and direct mail ads were attempts to personalize advertising in order to make it more effective.
These direct marketing approaches worked fairly well but were very expensive and slow and seldom truly one
to one interactive. One of the main problems with direct mail advertising was that the advertisers knew very
little about the recipients. Segmentation of markets by various characteristics {eg, age, income, gender}
helped a bit but did not solve the problem. The internet introduces the concept of interactive marketing which
has enabled advertisers to interact directly with the customers. In this interactive marketing the consumer can
click on an ad in order to obtain more information or send an email to ask question. Online marketing enabled
by the internet in which advertisers can interact directly with consumers and consumers can directly interact
with advertisers or vendors.

Companies may use internet advertising as one of their advertising channels .at the same time they may also
use TV, news papers or other channels. In this respect web competes with other channels. There are two major
business models for advertising online; 1.using the web as the channel to advertise firms own products and
servicesand2.making a firm’s site a public portal site and using captive audiences to advertise products offered
by the other firms.

So now lets us deal with the example of proctor and gamble company. The audience may might come to a
P&G web site to learn about tide, but they also might get additional ads for products made by companies other
than P&G.
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The case of P&G points out several issues related to online advertising. First, advertising can be conducted in
several different ways {eg, popups, banners). and there are many ways of where and how to use such
methods.so.there fore its necessary to develop web advertising strategy., which is difficult due to the fact that
everything is very new and changing rapidly on the web also.

Web advertising strategy helps P&G to compete:

The consumer goods market is a global one and extremely competitive.Gaint  corporations such as
P&G,colgate Palmolive,unilever,nestle and coco cola company are competing on hundreds of products,
ranging from tooth paste to baby products and bevereges.tosurvive.,these  companies must constantly research
the markets, develop new products and advertise. Market research and advertising budgets can amount to as
much as 20% of sales thus by reducing profits. However failure to advertise sufficiently and properly results
in smaller revenue. Loss of market share. And possibly going out of a business. Thus the proper advertising
strategy, including web advertising. Is critical to the welfare of any company. In the consumer goods industry.

P&g is the largest packaged goods company in the United States with over 300 brands. And annual sales of
over 50 billion. P&g spends more money on advertising than any other company about 4 billion a year.P&G
business problem is how to best use its advertising budget to get the most  marketing “bang for its bucks”.

The solution:
P&g started to advertise on the internet in the late 1990’s,both on major portals./ and on its own web
sites.by2000, it had 72 active sites, mostly one site for each product.{pampers.com,tide.com and
crest.com}.today,P&G is considered by many to be “ pushing the envelope on the web.” By experimenting
with many web projects. Mostly related to market research online and online advertising

P&g major objective is to build around each major product a community of users on the web. The company
has the following objectives. In building and maintain these sites: developing brand awareness and
recognition{brand equity}collecting valuable data from consumers cutting down on advertisement costs
conducting one to one advertisement experimenting with direct sales of commodity type products and selling
customized beauty products to individuals.

P&G ‘s offline approach has always included research development and investment in hundreds of products
simultaneously thus the companies brought online approaches no surprise other aspects of its online
advertising strategies include developing marketing partnerships(ex:with I villaige.com)investing in promising
start ups (ex:plum tree software) and joining transora.com B 2B market place(other partners include
unilever,coca cola and Hershey foods) P&G’s advertising approach is in itself experimental in nature the
company believes that its internet strategy could lead to a comprehensive e-commerce position in the market
however P&G also recognizes that the strategy could be just branding and result in a waste of money

P&g’s key reason for branching out the laundry tip types of sites( ex:tide.com)to the more interactive sites
(exbeingme.com)is so that it can conduct data mining on the web data interactive sites not only build brand
equity and test the waters for direct sales to customers they also collect valuable data from consumers. This
information helps curtail marketing and advertising expenses by enabling the company to target consumers
more precisely and economically it lets the company gather more information about the customers and the
products and permits more one to one advertising.

Conclusion:
By adopting web advertising strategy a new thought of online advertising P&G Company has done extremely
well during the economic down turn of 2000-2003

As an indication of its success its stock price claimed about 50% in the New York stock exchange.

So it is advisable to follow the innovating trends in commerce and management because change is inevitable.


